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To Harvest Timber or Not: That is the Question
To answer that question, one must ask what the NPDES Permit for Construction requires. Is
timber harvesting exempted from the requirements found in the NPDES Permit? Another
way to ask these questions is: How much liability does an NPDES Permittee have if they
decide to cut all the trees, stump and/or grade a construction site before installing perimeter
BMPs and the 7-day inspection? Well, let’s cut to the chase and read what the NPDES
Permit for construction in Georgia actually says about that.

The NPDES Permit for Construction states: “Except as required to install the initial sediment
storage requirements and perimeter control BMPs as described in Part IV.D.3., the initial
sediment storage requirements and perimeter control BMPs must be installed and
implemented prior to conducting any other construction activities (e.g., clearing, grubbing
and grading) within the construction site or when applicable, within phased sub-parts or
segments of the construction site. Failure to comply shall constitute a violation of this permit
for each day on which construction activities occur.”

If you reside in another state, then I suggest you look for similar language because you will
no doubt find it. What we all have to understand is that sediment is our nation’s number one
pollutant! Regardless of where it originates, whether farming, timber harvesting or
construction, it kills fish and their food source (i.e. macroinvertebrates) more than any other
pollutant. Sediment is more damaging in some regions of our country than others, primarily
due to annual rainfall. In Georgia, we receive an average of 55 inches of rain a year.
Compare that to Arizona, which receives maybe 14 inches of total precipitation, including
snow. Remember, a single 1-inch rain event produces 27,154 gallons of water/acre falling
with great heights! The estimated weight of that rain is 113 tons. Now that is a lot of force
hitting a bare piece of land that was recently graded!

As Americans who love this country, the backbone of America (i.e. the construction sector)
owes it to our kids and anyone else lucky enough to live here to protect their quality of life.
To give our children the blessing of fishable and swimmable water resources is a big
responsibility for us, a responsibility that we cannot forsake by skipping a critical step in the
process of protecting them. To install perimeter controls first, before we clear, grub and
grade is as patriotic as apple pie!

Sincerely,

T. Luke Owen, PG MS4CECI MS4GIT

Calling All Certified Personnel: Submit Your
Pictures for our “Best BMP” or “Worst BMP”

Photo Contest
Before 2022 comes to an end, the NPDES Stormwater Training Institute (NPDESSTI) wants
to give you the opportunity to send us an amazing photo of a construction site best
management practice (BMP); one that demonstrates EITHER a “BEST EXAMPLE” of BMP -
OR- one that demonstrates a “WORST EXAMPLE” of a BMP. The photo should reflect the
BMP's purpose to help restore and/or maintain the chemical, physical and biological
integrity of the local stream, river, lake, wetland or coastal bay. By entering, you will be
eligible to win a $250 Amazon gift card for a BEST EXAMPLE BMP, or a $200 Amazon gift
card for a WORST example. You can win either one of these gift cards just by sharing your
photo through our Monthly NPDES Training Institute Newsletter.

The process is quick and easy:

1. Email your photo to Rita@npdestraining.com by Wednesday, November 30, 2022 at
11:59 PM ET.

2. Make sure to include your name, the name of the watershed in which the photo was
taken and a short caption describing your photo!

3. Follow us on LinkedIn and like us on YouTube.

4. The winner will win either a $250 Amazon gift card for a photo showing a Best Example,
OR a $200 Amazon gift card depicting a Worst Example.

OFFICIAL RULES

Eligibility: The NPDESSTI photo contest is open to anyone identified on our newsletter list.
NPDESSTI will verify the eligibility of each entrant. Photos can be taken anywhere within a
watershed. NPDESTI reserves the right to dispose of any photo that it feels is inappropriate.
Winner Selection: NPDESSTI staff will determine the top 4 photos and then open it up for
public voting on in our NPDES Training Institute December 2023 Newsletter. Newsletter
recipients will vote via a poll to determine the top 2 photos. We will then announce the 1st
and 2nd place winners in the NPDES Training Institute January 2023 Newsletter.
Participants can only vote once. Only one participant is eligible to win 1st or 2nd place. If
the photo contest results in a tie, the NPDESSTI staff will choose the winning photos. Prize:
The prize is a $250 (BEST BMP photo) OR a $200 (WORST BMP photo) Amazon gift card
delivered via email. Prizes are non-transferable. Additional Limitations: NPDESSTI reserves
the right to terminate, suspend or amend the contest. By participating (submitting via email),
each entrant releases the submitted photos and agrees that they may be used for
promotional purposes. The contest winners will be posted in the NPDESSTI Newsletter and
social media! Contact information will not be made public. Entrants may share the
NPDESSTI photo contest via other social media platforms and/or email.

Example Submissions:

New course announcement!

“Inspecting Highly Visible Pollutant Sources”
The "Inspecting Highly Visible Pollutant Sources” 4-hour course was developed for the
purpose of providing guidance and structure with regard to performing highly visible
pollutant source (HVPS) facility inspections. An HVPS site, also known around America as
“Hot Spots” are identified as potential sources of pollutants that may enter our surface
waters via stormwater runoff. Being “highly visible” means they are usually located in the
open and are easily observed by the general public. An HVPS can be a commercial
business, restaurant, gas station, etc., but can also be a facility that qualifies for NPDES
Industrial Permit coverage.

Generally speaking, the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) permittee will be
alerted to a potential HPVS problem by either a citizen complaint or a fellow municipal
government employee report. The MS4 will then direct their field inspector to perform a
desktop inspection followed by a field investigation of the HVPS facility. A report will be
completed by the HVPS inspector upon completion of a thorough inspection of one or all of
the following:

Parking lot and property areas for trash and debris/illicit discharges.
Outdoor loading area(s) for trash and debris, storm drain proximity location(s), and
visual inspection to ensure no spills/illicit discharge(s) of any type are observed.
Trash receptacle area(s) for drain proximity location, trash and debris, lids covered,
and adequate size and condition.
Perimeter discharge points (i.e.outfalls). The inspection is intended to ensure there
are no observed illicit discharges and/or no outfall obstructions.
Outside storage areas for storm drain proximity, to ensure all containers are covered,
labeled and in working operational condition. Regarding chemical storage areas, very
often grease/oil receptacles, they should have secondary containment.
Vehicle maintenance, repair and storage area(s) to ensure no trash and debris, or
chemical spills are observed leaving the facility.

This course will take place at the Water Tower in Buford, GA on April 12,
2023 and October 25, 2023. Reserve your spot now! Call us at (678) 469-

5120 or email Rita@npdestraining.com
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Runoff Controls Are an Essential Component of
an MS4!
An MS4 community’s permit requirements include controlling stormwater runoff from
construction sites as well as educating site operators and contractors to that end. This
helpful article discusses construction site runoff programs under Minimum Control Measure
(MCM) 4, how MCMs can set measurable goals in order to ensure compliance with state
and federal regulations, and includes a project example as well.

Downloadable NPDES Inspection Report Form
When a state or local regulator performs a site inspection, there are compliance items they
should both be looking for during their inspection. This form is one that’s very similar to the
state inspection form used by the Georgia EPD. If you reside in another state, you should
contact your state environmental regulatory agency and get a copy of their form and use the
structure of that form for your MS4 inspection. If you’re a general contractor or builder trying
to comply with your permit requirements, you should always be aware of your NPDES
permit conditions and understand the framework from which you are being inspected when
the state or local MS4 regulator shows up to perform their inspection. Hope this helps!

Call Us So We Can Help Make Your Job Easier!

For More Information or to Schedule a Class
678-469-5120 or Rita@npdestraining.com

Nitrogen Levels and Our Watersheds
Research conducted over 21 years by a 30-member scientific team led by the USDA Forest
Service shows that more nitrogen from rain and snow is making it to a greater number of
streams in 13 states than previously believed, which will likely contribute to the growth of
nuisance vegetation in lakes and ponds. The results of the report, “Unprocessed
atmospheric nitrate in waters of the Northern Forest Region in the USA and Canada,” were
published in the journal Environmental Science & Technology and can be viewed here.

You might ask, “What can I do about excess nitrogen and/or nutrients building in my local
watershed? The answer is simple and begins with:

First, do not fertilize your yard before a rain event if the runoff will be draining to a storm
drain or your local pond, creek, river, lake or coast.

Second, get involved in your county or city’s efforts to clean up watersheds where you live.

Third, join an association that actively advocates, educates and gets involved in watershed
clean-up efforts.

Thank you for your diligence in protecting our nation's water!

For the NPDES Permittee, being able to demonstrate your intent to comply is paramount if
you are to be protected from regulatory enforcement actions or third party lawsuits!

WaterWatchPRO provides the first step in that regard by relaying daily rainfall data, without
you as the superintendent having to worry about recording it yourself. Check it out,

hundreds of people have and they love it!
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MS4CECI Course Information

One of our most popular courses, this 2-day seminar is developed and designed specifically
for municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4) compliance and enforcement personnel,
field inspectors, stormwater managers and consultants, with a focus on MS4 stormwater
permit compliance and enforcement responsibilities.

An examination is conducted immediately following classroom instruction. Course attendees
are required to achieve a minimum examination score of 70% for their 3-year MS4CECI
Certificate.

The MS4CECI course was designed by federal, state and local regulatory personnel as well
as stormwater consultants with over 100 years of combined experience in educating MS4
stormwater personnel to manage and perform stormwater inspections of municipal,
commercial, industrial and construction activities. The 2-day seminar teaches federal and
state stormwater laws as well as local ordinances, and provides instruction on how to
perform outfall investigations, prioritize sub watersheds for inspections and properly comply
with and enforce the various NPDES permits assigned for MS4s, construction sites and
industrial facilities.

MS4GIT:

MS4 Green
Infrastructure

Technician

The MS4GIT Course is a 1-day training
experience focusing on Green
Infrastructure BMPs and their installation &
maintenance. Attendees will learn how to
identify and solve issues surrounding poor
maintenance, as well as avoid GI failures
entirely.

This course was designed especially for stormwater managers, stormwater engineers and
consultants, MS4 Inspectors and maintenance crews.

Upon completion, trainees will have learned to:

Implement correct construction sequencing protocol for BMPs
Understand how to read a BMP landscape plan
Identify soil mixtures and calculate soil / material volumes
Identify and select appropriate plants for BMPs
Understand maintenance requirements of BMPs
Identify common problems and solutions for BMPs
Understand how to implement a landscape maintenance plan
Evaluate plant performance and how to replace failing plants

Click Here to Register

MS4 Stormwater
Inspector

4-Hour Online Course

What is a Hot Spot or Highly Visible
Pollutant Source (HVPS)? Once you see it
causing an illicit discharge, how are you
supposed to inspect one as compared to at
a construction site or industrial facility?

This course will give you the confidence
you need to properly perform a facility
inspection. Believe it or not, it's actually fun
to work with the compliance community in
protecting our watersheds, and that's what
this course will help you do!

Everyone agrees that we need to keep our watersheds clean and it's the MS4 Stormwater
Inspector that makes all the difference in that regard!

CLICK HERE
for a Brief Video & Course Description

Call Rita at 678-469-5120
or if you prefer you can email Rita@npdestraining.com

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

We're Here to Serve You!

We Must Demand that American Cities
Comply with Their Own NPDES Permits!

How can a city government hold a
general contractor or industrial
operator accountable for NPDES
compliance when they themselves
are in major violation of their own
permit requirements?

The message Los Angeles (see above) is sending their residents when they blow off
common sense water quality do's and don'ts is inexcusable in America and part of the
reason people are leaving Los Angeles. The city (with obvious tolerance from the State) is
willingly violating its MS4 Permit by pressure washing human excrement, syringes and other
pollutants directly down their storm drains. Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle and others are
just another reminder of how important it is that we Americans demand their compliance
with Clean Water Act NPDES rules & regulations! Every time you go fishing or jump in the
lake to take a swim, be grateful for the our NPDES permitting program that makes it all
possible IF polluters are made to comply. Respecting our neighbors downstream is what
America is all about and it's compliance with NPDES Permits that helps us do that! 

"We all need to view NPDES Permit compliance as an investment in our
nation's future quality of life, so our children will also have an equally
great place to live, swim, fish, boat and hunt tomorrow! " – T. Luke Owen 

Sincerely,

T. Luke Owen, PG MS4CECI MS4GIT
Owner/Operator, Principal Trainer
www.npdestraining.com
tlowen@npdestraining.com
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